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(MATH LAB) 
Week at a Glance 

*This week’s lesson addresses the following learning standards: 
7.6C Make predictions and determine solutions using experimental data for simple and compound 

events 
7.6F Use data from a random sample to make inferences about a population 

 
 

Lesson Frame: 
We Will:Make predictions and determine solutions using experimental data for simple and compound events  and Use 
data from a random sample to make inferences about a population 
I Will: Use proportional reasoning 
So That I Can:reinforce understanding and make inferences and predictions when given data. 

Estimated Time to Complete: 1 hours 

Resources Needed:Internet and Google Slides, found in Google Classroom 
Non-Digital Resources:Review Notes and Practice 
 

Lesson Delivery (What do we want you to learn?): 

For this lesson, students have the skills needed to move straight to Engage and Practice, although 
review notes are provided on Slide 6 
 
 

Engage and Practice (What do we want you to do?): IN GOOGLE CLASSROOM 

1. See Review notes on using proportions to make predictions in Slide 6 
2. Complete either the worksheet (may be done on notebook paper) or Kahn Academy 

practice on Slide 7 and insert a photo of your work on Slide 8 
3. Complete the Quizziz Practice on Slide 9 (this will be your grade for this lesson) and insert 

a photo of your grade on Slide 10 
4. Create a Thinking Map of your choice to explain steps to solve given problem on Slide 11 

and insert a photo of your Thinking Map on Slide 12 
 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1lhTXmdNvmu_qaPc7sjZ2IoYmrsAo_3fCnV2G3Gr5M6o/copy
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kHkkrTr5_M67ZRFoThgYnOBval8PE6Ow/view?usp=sharing
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Create and Submit (What do we want you to turn in?): 

1. Insert a photo of your worksheet practice or Kahn Academy practice grade on Slide 8 
2.  Insert a photo of your quizziz practice grade on Slide 10 (this is your grade for this lesson) 
3. Insert a photo of your Thinking Map on Slide 12 (include a frame) 

 

Optional Extension Opportunity (What do we want you to do if you want to extend your learning?): 

Imagine Math 
 
 

 
 
 
 

https://math.imaginelearning.com/users/sign_in

